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Section 1 -  Introduction 
 
DL-Tags project offers a decentralized, privacy-preserving and verifiable management of 
Smart Tags issued by TagItSmart (TIS). It designs and develops a solution where Smart 
Tags information is shared directly between the involved stakeholders, while relying on the 
interoperable infrastructure provided by the TIS system. Digital Ledger Technology (DLT) is 
used as a trusted intermediary mediating the data exchange process between involved 
stakeholders, while ensuring data authenticity and integrity. Each interaction between 
stakeholders during the product exchange process needs to be stored on the blockchain. By 
reaching a consensus on the product authenticity, stakeholders cannot blame previous 
product owners for undesired information available through Smart Tags. Privacy is ensured 
by not storing human-readable information about the products on a public blockchain, but 
only product information digest created by applying the cryptographic hash function. A 
blockchain entry is pseudo-anonymous, it discloses the identifier of the entity responsible for 
creation of the entry, but the entry itself cannot be deciphered. 
 
The goal of DL-Tags solution is to dissolve situations where any of the involved stakeholders 
may attempt to attack the TIS system by propagating fraudulent or damaged products under 
false pretences. The examples of such situations are when a fraudulent stakeholder tries to 
modify a QR code and misdirect the future product users to a wrong URL or when a 
fraudulent retailer might want to duplicate Smart Tags of an expensive product and put it on 
cheaper, lower quality products. By using a DL-Tags solution, these situations can be 
identified, and end consumers could not be tricked into buying corrupted products. 
 
DL-Tags architecture specifies the following components: Platform Plugin, DL-Tags Proxy, 
and Blockchain Distributed Application (DApp). DL-Tags Proxy offers an API for the 
stakeholders to communicate with the blockchain, thus eliminating the need for stakeholders 
to implement interaction with a blockchain-specific DApp. Stakeholders need to implement a 
Platform Plugin which uses the DL-Tags Proxy API to store and retrieve relevant product 
lifecycle information. During the product lifecycle, stakeholders need to communicate with the 
blockchain in the following situations: to create products when the Smart Tag is created, to 
disown the product once they are forwarded to the next stakeholder in the product lifecycle, 
and to confirm the ownership and authenticity of the received product. End users need to 
have the possibility to check the authenticity of the product and to convince themselves that 
a product with information written on the Smart Tag is authentic.  
 
DL-Tags solution requires public and permissionless DLT which supports Smart Contracts. 
Smart Contracts are basically a customized code executed on the blockchain with a 
functionality needed for a specific application. In the proof-of-concept implementation 
Ethereum is used as the only stable solution which currently satisfies the listed requirements, 
but any other ledger technology that shares those properties can be used instead of 
Ethereum, which is known to exhibit scalability problems. Smart Contracts in Ethereum are 
usually referred to as Distributed Applications (DApp). 
 
The requirements and initial architecture of the DL-Tags system have been defined in D1.1 
DL-Tags requirements and initial design. This deliverable focuses on the implementation of 
DL-Tags Proxy and Blockchain DApp components. Minor changes from the initial version of 
the architecture are presented in Section 2. Details of the integration with TIS system are 
given in Section 3. Implementation details of DL-Tags Proxy and Blockchain DApp are 
described in Sections 4 and 5, respectively.  
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Section 2 -  DL-Tags architecture 
DL-Tags architecture is composed of the following components: Platform Plugin, DL-Tags 
Proxy, and Blockchain DApp. Each stakeholder (referred to as Platform in the following 
diagrams) needs to communicate with the blockchain. In our solution we introduce a DL-
Tags Proxy component responsible for handling all the interactions with the blockchain so 
that the stakeholders do not have to manage blockchain related messages on their own. 
Instead, stakeholders use proxy’s interface implemented as JSON RPC (JavaScript Object 
Notiation – Remote Procedure Call) to pass the data that needs to be stored on the 
blockchain. Each platform needs to implement its own platform-dependant Platform Plugin, 
run a DL-Tags Proxy instance, download the blockchain and synchronize with the network. 
 
The components and their interfaces are shown in Figure 1. DL-Tags Proxy component 
developed within the project specifies previously mentioned JSON RPC interface to receive 
platform data, while AMQP (Advanced Message Queuing Protocol) is used to forward 
information to Platforms. Interaction with the blockchain is technology specific, in our proof-
of-concept Blockchain Distributed Application, shortly Blockchain DApp, also referred to as 
Smart Contract, is used to interact with Ethereum blockchain. However, the messages 
between DL-Tags Proxy and DApp are formalized and should easily be adapted for another 
public blockchain. 
 

 

Figure 1 DLT-Tags components 

 
DL-Tags system stores all the interactions between stakeholders in the product lifecycle, i.e., 
from the product manufacturers, via multiple stakeholders (e.g., logistic companies, retailers, 
etc.) to the end consumers. Requirements for the DL-Tags system are the following. Product 
manufacturers need to create the product and generate a Smart Tag on the TIS platform. 
Product creation needs to be written on the blockchain. Upon receiving the product, each 
stakeholder needs to confirm its authenticity to the blockchain. Before sending the product to 
the next stakeholder, each stakeholder needs to disown the product and add the next 
stakeholder to the blockchain. Before or just after buying the product, end consumer needs 
to check the entries on the blockchain to see if all the previous stakeholders agree on the 
product information written on the Smart Tag. 
 
DL-Tags Proxy implements the interfaces for the execution of the aforementioned 
functionalities. DApp implements the same functionalities as DL-Tags Proxy on the 
blockchain and ensures that all the transactions related to product registration, ownership 
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changes, and confirmations, are written on the blockchain. Furthermore, it initiates 
announcements to the stakeholders when necessary, e.g., when a stakeholder is added as a 
new product owner. 
 
The following Subsections present the functionalities of adding a new stakeholder, receiving 
a stakeholder added notification, and validating the product. They are very similar to the 
version introduced in D1.1, with minor changes in the message parameters and return 
message notifications. The procedure of product creation which includes interaction with TIS 
system is updated from the initial version in D1.1 and will be described in more detail in 
Section 3. 
 

2.1 Add a new stakeholder and change ownership 

 

Figure 2 Adding a new stakeholder and changing ownership 

Description: 
This procedure is executed by a stakeholder who has possession of a product before 
forwarding it to the next stakeholder in the product lifecycle. 
 

1. Platform sends add new stakeholder request to DL-Tags Proxy. The id of the new 
stakeholder is inscribed in the newStakeholder field. 

2. Message generated by the Platform is forwarded by the DL-Tags Proxy component to 
Blockchain DApp. 

3. Blockchain DApp confirms the (un)successful receipt of the request. 
4. Request status is forwarded back to the Platform. 
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5. Blockchain DApp provides status of the request execution. 
6. Request execution status is forwarded back to the Platform. 
7. After successfully adding a new stakeholder, former product owner disowns a product 

by sending the transferOwnership message. newOwner field in this message is the id 
of the new stakeholder added by exchanging messages 1-6. 

8. Message generated by the Platform is forwarded by the DL-Tags Proxy component to 
Blockchain DApp. 

9. Blockchain DApp confirms the (un)successful receipt of the request. 
10. Request status is forwarded back to the Platform. 
11. Blockchain DApp provides status of the request execution. 
12. Request execution status is forwarded back to the Platform. 

 

2.2 Added stakeholder notification and reaching a consensus about product 
authenticity 

 

Figure 3 Stakeholder added notification 

Description: 
This procedure is initiated by the blockchain after a stakeholder is added to a product and 
after this stakeholder has been named as product owner. The stakeholder is notified about 
this event. Upon receiving the physical product, the stakeholder needs to confirm that 
information inscribed in the Smart Tag corresponds to the product information. By using this 
mechanism, stakeholders reach a consensus about product authenticity. 
 

1. Blockchain DApp sends stakeholder added message to the DL-Tags Proxy of the 
corresponding stakeholder. 

2. Message generated by the Blockchain DApp is forwarded by the DL-Tags Proxy 
component to Platform. 

3. Platform votes on the validity of the Smart Tag, i.e., that the Smart Tag information 
written on the blockchain corresponds or not to the Smart Tag information attached to 
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the physical product and provided by TIS (productState field in the vote message in 
the diagram). Voting option needs to be offered within a stakeholder application. 
Stakeholder can vote only once and needs to vote before disowning the product. 

4. Voting result is forwarded to Blockchain DApp. 
5. Blockchain DApp confirms the (un)successful receipt of the voting result 
6. Voting result status is forwarded back to the Platform. 
7. Blockchain DApp provides status of the voting execution, i.e., if the consensus has 

been reached (all the stakeholders confirm the new stakeholder and current product 
state) or not. 

8. Voting execution status is forwarded back to the Platform. 
 

2.3 Validation 

 

Figure 4 Validation 

Description: 
This procedure is initiated by an end consumer who wants to check the validity of the 
product. The end consumer scans the Smart Tag to obtain productItemID and product 
information (productState field). The blockchain informs the end consumer if the product is 
valid (all the stakeholders agree on the information written in the Smart Tag) or not. 
 

1. Platform sends valid message with productItemID and productState to its DL-Tags 
Proxy. 

2. Message generated by the Platform is forwarded by the DL-Tags Proxy component to 
Blockchain DApp. 

3. Blockchain confirms the (un)successful receipt of the request. 
4. Request status is forwarded back to the Platform. 
5. Blockchain provides status of the request execution, i.e., if the product is valid (i.e., all 

the stakeholders agree on the productState) or not. 
6. Request execution status is forwarded back to the Platform. 
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Section 3 -  Integration with TagItSmart (TIS) 
 

To enable decentralized, privacy-preserving and verifiable management of Smart Tags 
issued by TIS system, the creation of TIS Smart Tags issued by platform manufacturer 
needs to be written on the blockchain. The interaction between product manufacturer, TIS, 
their DL-Tags Proxies and DApp is shown in Figure 5. The process is a bit different than the 
one introduced in the initial version of the architecture described in D1.1 DL-Tags 
requirements and initial design. The main incentive for the change is to enable easy 
integration with TIS system, with no demands for the implementation changes within TIS 
system. Instead, all the logic for DL-Tags-TIS interaction is implemented in the DL-Tags 
Proxy component. Furthermore, this implementation does not require stakeholders to 
communicate directly with the TIS platform. Instead, all interactions with TIS are handled by 
the DL-Tags Proxy. 
 

 

Figure 5 Integration with TIS system 

 
Description: 
Product owner initiates this procedure by sending a requestTag message to its DL-Tags 
Proxy. The message is forwarded to DL-Tags Proxy of TIS responsible for communication 
with TIS system. TIS DL-Tags Proxy creates product on the blockchain. Product owner is 
notified of the product creation. 

1. Platform (product manufacturer) sends a Smart Tag creation request to the DL-Tags 
Proxy. Product description is inscribed in the productDescription field, while product 
manufacturer id is inscribed in the stakeholder field. 

2. Message generated by the Platform is forwarded by the product manufacturer’s DL-
Tags Proxy to DL-Tags Proxy of TIS. 

3. DL-Tags Proxy of TIS sends requestTag command specified in TIS API to the TIS 
system. 

4. TIS returns Smart Tag with productItemID. 
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5. DL-Tags Proxy sends product create request to Blockchain DApp 
6. Blockchain DApp confirms the (un)successful receipt of the request. 
7. Request status is forwarded back to the DL-Tags Proxy of TIS. 
8. Blockchain DApp sends stakeholder added message to the Product manufacturer’s 

DL-Tags Proxy. 
9. Message generated by the Blockchain DApp is forwarded by the DL-Tags Proxy 

component to Platform (Product manufacturer). 
10. Product manufacturer votes on the validity of the Smart Tag. Voting option needs to 

be offered within a stakeholder application. Stakeholder can vote only once and 
needs to vote before disowning the product. 

11. Voting result is forwarded to Blockchain DApp. 
12. Blockchain DApp confirms the (un)successful receipt of the voting result 
13. Voting result status is forwarded back to the Product manufacturer. 
14. Blockchain DApp provides status of the voting execution, i.e., if the consensus has 

been reached (all the stakeholders confirm the new stakeholder and current product 
state) or not. 

15. Voting execution status is forwarded back to the Product manufacturer. 
 
Product manufacturers use their deployment of DL-Tags Proxy and send requestTag 
command with product description. DL-Tags Proxy forwards this request to the DL-Tags 
Proxy of the TIS platform. Afterwards, this request is forwarded to TIS by using the TIS API. 
TIS then creates the Smart Tag and returns the confirmation to its DL-Tags Proxy. Smart 
Tags creation needs to be written on the blockchain, so DL-Tags Proxy sends the create 
request to the DApp. When creating the Smart Tag, Product manufacturer is registered as a 
product owner, while TIS is registered as a stakeholder. DL-Tags Proxy of the Product 
manufacturer gets the notification about being added as a product stakeholder. Then, it 
needs to scan the Smart Tag to verify if the information written on the Smart Tag 
corresponds to the product. The result of the verification is sent to blockchain in the vote 
message. Blockchain confirms if the voting result has been properly registered, and later on 
if the consensus about the product state (i.e., product information written on the Smart Tag) 
has been reached. 
 
 

Section 4 -  DL-Tags Proxy 
 
DL-Tags Proxy is implemented in JavaScript and offers the interfaces to Platforms and 
Blockchain DApp as shown in Table 1. All the methods are described in more detail in the 
following Subsections. 
 

Table 1 DL-Tags Proxy Interfaces 

Method From 

addStakeholder Platform 

requestTag Platform 

transferOwnership Platform 

stakeholderAdded Blockchain 

vote Platform 

voteCast Blockchain 

valid Platform 
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4.1 addStakeholder(productItemID, newStakeholder) 

Adds a new stakeholder to an existing product item. On successful or unsuccessful 
invocation, the invoker will be notified in the queue. The method will cause an event for the 
newStakeholder via queue. 
 

Arguments: 
• productItemID (String) – Unique product item identifier. 

• newStakeholder (String) – Unique stakeholder identifier. 

Returns: Number – 0 after method invocation registration via JSON RPC. 

Returns: String – JSON string encoded response object via queue. 

 
Examples: 

[SUCCESSFUL INVOCATION] '{"name":"StakeholderAdded","params":{"msg":"Added 

stakeholder 0xc5fdf4076b8f3a5357c5e395ab970b5b54098fef"}}' 

[UNSUCCESSFUL INVOCATION] '{"name":"Error","params":{"msg":"Could not add 

new stakeholder","statusCode":3}}' 

[EVENT] '{"name":"StakeholderAdded","params":{"msg":"Added stakeholder 

0xc5fdf4076b8f3a5357c5e395ab970b5b54098fef"}} 

 
 
4.2 requestTag(productDescription, stakeholder) 

Creates a product described by productDescription on the TiS platform. After creation on the 
platform, the representation of the product is created on the blockchain and the process 
issuer is associated with the item. Ownership of the item is set to Product manufacturer, 
while TiS is immediately added as a stakeholder. 
A product item has it’s ID and a state, i.e., information written on the Smart Tag based on 
productDescription. 
On successful or unsuccessful invocation, the invoker will be notified in the queue. The 
method will cause an event for the stakeholder via queue. 
 

Arguments: 

• productDescription (String) – The description of the product described by the 

TiS API. 

• stakeholder (String) – Unique stakeholder identifier. 

Returns: Number – 0 after method invocation registration via JSON RPC. 
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Returns: String – JSON string encoded response object via queue. 

 
Examples: 

[SUCCESSFUL INVOCATION] '{"name":"Create","params":{"msg":"Product created 

at 0x93407711d0dd47a77de865cc2c3ff9531f9dc5b5"}}' 

[UNSUCCESSFUL INVOCATION] '{"name":"Error","params":{"msg":"Could not 

create product","statusCode":2}}' 

[EVENT] '{"name":"StakeholderAdded","params":{"msg":"Added stakeholder 

0xc5fdf4076b8f3a5357c5e395ab970b5b54098fef"}} 

 
 
4.3 transferOwnership(productItemID, newOwner) 

Transfers ownership of a product with ID productItemID from the method invoker to the next 
owner newOwner. Only the current owner may invoke the method successfully. 
On successful or unsuccessful invocation, the invoker will be notified in the queue. The 
method will cause an event for the stakeholder via queue. 
 

Arguments: 
productItemID (String) – Unique product item identifier. 

newOwner (String) – Unique new owner identifier. 

Returns: Number – 0 after method invocation registration via JSON RPC. 

Returns: String – JSON string encoded response object via queue. 

 
Examples: 

[SUCCESSFUL INVOCATION] 

'{"name":"OwnershipTransferred","params":{"msg":"Ownership transferred to 

0xf17f52151ebef6c7334fad080c5704d77216b732"}}' 

[UNSUCCESSFUL INVOCATION] '{"name":"Error","params":{"msg":"Could not 

transfer ownership","statusCode":4}}' 

[EVENT] 

'{"name":"OwnershipTransferred","params":{"productItemIDHash":"0x894daedca

4648a1a43f49d8478d3e0723611a0ca6eb853d6c051fd1954401a42","previousOwner":"
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0x627306090abab3a6e1400e9345bc60c78a8bef57","newOwner":"0xf17f52151ebef6c7

334fad080c5704d77216b732"}}' 

 
 
4.4 stakeholderAdded(stakeholder, hash(productItemID)) 

This method is invoked by the Blockchain DApp when a stakeholder is added to a product 
with specific productItemID. After receiving this message, stakeholder needs to check the 
information on Smart Tag and initiate voting. 
 

Arguments: 

• stakeholder (String) – Unique stakeholder identifier. 

• hash (productItemID (String)) – hashed value of unique product item 

identifier. 

 
 
4.5 vote(productItemID, productState) 

Votes for a product item with productItemID with state productState. The invocation will 
trigger an event for the invoker and for all the stakeholders involved. Only when all the 
stakeholders have voted an event registering consensus will be emitted, with true only if all 
stakeholders have cast the same vote, false otherwise. 
On successful or unsuccessful invocation, the invoker will be notified in the queue. The 
method will cause an event for the stakeholder via queue. 
 

Arguments: 
• productItemID (String) – Unique item identifier. 

• productState (String) – Item state 

Returns: Number – 0 after method invocation registration via JSON RPC. 

Returns: String – JSON string encoded response object via queue. 

 
Examples: 

[SUCCESSFUL INVOCATION] Received 

'{"name":"VoteCast","params":{"msg":"Voted for 00000M10 with state 

hash:0x065e763a7c455373d17e66783822c0e3fa8e4ed732e0afdf05d8875131a60e57"}}

' 

[UNSUCCESSFUL INVOCATION] '{"name":"Error","params":{"msg":"Unable to cast 

vote for 00000M10 with state 

hash:0x065e763a7c455373d17e66783822c0e3fa8e4ed732e0afdf05d8875131a60e57","

statusCode":1}}' 
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[EVENT] Received 

'{"name":"VoteCast","params":{"stakeholder":"0x627306090abab3a6e1400e9345b

c60c78a8bef57","productItemIDHash":"0x894daedca4648a1a43f49d8478d3e0723611

a0ca6eb853d6c051fd1954401a42"}}' 

[CONSENSUS SUCCESSFUL] 

'{"name":"ConsensusReached","params":{"reached":true,"productItemIDHash":"

0x894daedca4648a1a43f49d8478d3e0723611a0ca6eb853d6c051fd1954401a42"}}' 

[CONSENSUS UNSUCCESSFUL] 

'{"name":"ConsensusReached","params":{"reached":false,"productItemIDHash":

"0x894daedca4648a1a43f49d8478d3e0723611a0ca6eb853d6c051fd1954401a42"}}' 

 
 
4.6 voteCast(stakeholder, hash(productItemID)) 

This method is invoked by the Blockchain DApp and sent to all product stakeholders after a 
new stakeholder is added to a product with specific productItemID. After receiving this 
message, stakeholder needs to confirm or reject adding a new stakeholder to the product by 
initiating a voting procedure. 
 

Arguments: 

• stakeholder (String) – Unique stakeholder identifier. 

• hash (productItemID (String)) – hashed value of unique product item 

identifier. 

 
 
4.7 valid(productItemID, productState) 

Checks for a product item with productItemID with state productState. If consensus flag has 
been set and if the productState matches the state, consensus has been made. 
This is a synchronous call, meaning the response will be returned via JSON RPC instead of 
the queue. 
 

Arguments: 
• productItemID (String) – Unique item identifier. 

• productState (String) – Item state 

Returns: Boolean – true if valid false otherwise 
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Section 5 -  Distributed Application (DApp) 
 
Blockchain Distributed Application (DApp) on Ethereum blockchain is written in Solidity, a 
contract-oriented programming language. Its interfaces are shown in Table 2. The interfaces 
are the same as for the DL-Tags Proxy. The main difference is in the parameters field. DApp 
receives cyphered values of the productItemID and productState created by applying 
cryptographic hash function to achieve pseudo-anonymity, i.e., to hide information about the 
products on the blockchain so that they are not human readable. 
 

Table 2 DL-Tags Proxy Interfaces 

Method From 

create Proxy 

addStakeholder Proxy 

transferOwnership Proxy 

vote Proxy 

valid Proxy 

 
 
5.1 create (owner, stakeholder, hash (productItemID)) 

Creates a product. ID of the owner will be the ID of the product manufacturer, while TIS will 
be added as a stakeholder. This method is called by the TIS DL-Tags Proxy after receiving 
requestTag message. 
 

Arguments: 

• owner (String) – Unique product item owner. 

stakeholder (String) – Unique stakeholder identifier (TIS). 

• hash (productItemID (String)) – hashed value of unique product item 

identifier. 

Returns: Number – 0 after method invocation registration via web3js. 

Returns: String – JSON string encoded response object via web3js. 

 
 
5.2 addStakeholder (hash(productItemID), newStakeholder) 

Adds a new stakeholder to an existing product item. Upon successful or unsuccessful 
invocation, the invoker will be notified. 
 

Arguments: 

• hash(productItemID (String)) – hashed value of unique product item 

identifier. 

• newStakeholder (String) – Unique stakeholder identifier. 
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Returns: Number – 0 after method invocation registration via web3js. 

Returns: String – JSON string encoded response object via web3js. 

 
 
5.3 transferOwnership(hash(productItemID), newOwner) 

Transfers ownership of an existing product item to another stakeholder. Upon successful or 
unsuccessful invocation, the invoker will be notified. 
 

Arguments: 

• hash(productItemID (String)) – hashed value of unique product item 

identifier. 

• newOwner (String) – Unique stakeholder identifier. 

Returns: Number – 0 after method invocation registration via web3js. 

Returns: String – JSON string encoded response object via web3js. 

 
 
5.4 vote(hash(productItemID, hash(productState) 

Votes for a product item with hashed value of productItemID and with hashed value of 
productState. The invocation will trigger an event for the invoker and for all the stakeholders 
involved. Only when all stakeholders have voted an event registering consensus will be 
emitted, with true only if all stakeholders have cast the same vote, false otherwise. 
On successful or unsuccessful invocation, the invoker will be notified. 
 

Arguments: 

hash(productItemID (String)) – hashed value of unique product item 

identifier. 

hash(productState (String)) – hashed value of item state 

Returns: Number – 0 after method invocation registration via web3js. 

Returns: String – JSON string encoded response object via web3js. 

 
 
5.5 valid(hash(productItemID, hash(productState)) 

Checks for a product item with hashed value productItemID and with hashed value of 
productState. If consensus flag has been set and if the productState matches the state, 
consensus has been made. 
 

Arguments: hash(productItemID (String)) – hashed value of unique product item 

identifier. 
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• hash(productState (String)) – hashed value of item state 

Returns: Boolean – true if valid false otherwise 

 
 
 

Section 6 -  Conclusions 
 

The architecture of the DL-Tags system consists of the DL-Tags Proxy, plugins for the 
Platforms, i.e., the stakeholders in the product lifecycle, and Blockchain Distributed 
Application (DApp) running on Ethereum blockchain and responsible for storing and viewing 
all transaction related information. This deliverable presents the implementation details of 
DL-Tags Proxy and Blockchain Distributed Application and describes the integration details 
of the DL-Tags solution with TIS system. 

Proof-of-concept will be implemented in the following stages of the project by integrating the 
DL-Tags Proxy with several stakeholders: application for product manufacturer to issue a 
Smart Tag, Magento e-commerce store, and mobile application for verifying Smart Tags 
developed within TagItWine project. This deployment enables the management of product 
descriptions through the TIS ecosystem enhanced by DL-Tags. It will demonstrate 
interactions between involved stakeholders facilitated by TIS information model and relevant 
components, as well as the applicability of DL-Tags solution in a real-world scenario. 
Furthermore, it will give the opportunity for the DL-Tags solution to be tested and to 
investigate its potential to be applied in the realization of European Product Passport (EPP). 

The implementation of the DL-Tags components presented in this deliverable will be used in 
the implementation of the use case showcasing the system behaviour in real time. Use case 
description was given in more detail in D1.1 DL-Tags requirements and initial design, while 
its implementation will be reported in D3.1 Report on use case deployment and trial 
evaluation. 
 


